Let Aut H. denote the stabili>ler of H. in the simple Lie group corresponding to ~ ~
L.
Existence of OD's [Bo] , [lvl-2] , , [Tl] (3, 3) (split) [Bo] . All Open.
Is there an aD in the Lie algebras A5 or C3'! In [KKU1, 3] [KKU2] . In each of these cases, H. satisfies an additional condition:
Aut H. i., i·t"rednfible on L. OD's with the latter property are the ones investigated in the greatest detail in the above references Z ); of course, this also fits into recent work on the subgroup structure of finite groups of Lie type. The following theorem represents the present status of classifying such OD's [KKU2, 4] , [KT1] , There is also a partial classification in the case of D t when H. arises in a specific combinatorial manner that will be described later [I v2 ]. There are also other algebras for which nonexistence of OD's is known in the irreducible case [Tl] . ~ A JOTdan .mbgTlnLI! of Aut L is an elementary abelian subgroup J whose normali>ler N is finite and maximal among the normali>lers of elementary abelian 1) This is called the ""Vinnie-the-Pooh problem" in [KKU3] , based on a purported quote from "Vinnie, which the translator of [KKU3] (1. Queen, assisted by .J. H. Conway) sought unsuccessfully in the Pooh books [KKU3, p. 114, footnote] . The reason for the futility of this search is indicated in [Ko, p. 180] .
2) Determining them is the "weakened "Vinnie-the-Pooh problem" [KKU3] , [Tl] .
subgroups of Aut L, and such that J is a minimal normal subgroup of N. All ,Jordan subgroups of simple complex Lie algebras were determined in [Ale] . My interest in OD's stems from the geometry and combinatorics involved in the construction of the known examples. Therefore, the remainder of this note will focus on constructions.
Constructions within the Lie algebra Apn_1
Consider the Lie algebra L (a,b: -a:b,) defines a nonsingular alternating bilinear form on V. (vVe will soon see that there is an extraspeciaJ group lurking here.) Moreover,
V, is a subspace of V, and
Therefore, the V, 's form a "I)Tmd E in V: a collection of pn + 1 II-spaces of the 2'11-Spaee ~7 such that each nonzero vector is in a unique rnernber of E. 1iloreover, this is a .,y'rnIllectic "I),f'wd: there is a symplectic structure on V such that each member of E is totally isotropic [I vl].
Conversely, each symplectic spread of V produces an 0 D by the previous recipe. Symplectic spreads were studied for use in finite geometry and coding theory (d. [Kal, 2] ) several years before this connection arose with Lie algebras [Ivl] .
Examples of symplectic spreads
Clearly, there is no need to restrict the base field 1( to IFp: this could be any field whatsoever, but we are only interested in the case in which 1( is a finite field IF q . Then each spread consists of qn + 1 II-spaces in a 2n-space over IF q . The importance of spreads is that they produce affine planes: Let A(E) denote the point-line geometry whose points are vectors and whose lines are the cosets W-+ v These I-spaces are totally isotropic with respect to any nonsingular aHernating bilinear form ( , ) on the 1( -space V. If 1(' is any subfield of 1(, and if Tr : 1( -t 1(' is the trace map, then E becomes a spread of the 1('-space V consisting of totally isotropic subspaces with respect to the alternating 1('-bilinear form Tr ( , ). The resulting affine plane is identical to the one obtained using 1(. Nevertheless, this yields an example of a symplectic spread for every prime power pn.
This suggests that it matters what fields are used. The kWf'nel of any spread E, or of the plane A(E), is the set of endomorphisms of the group V of translations that send each member of E into itself. This is a ring under the obvious operations, and is in fact a field. Thus, it is fairly standard to view a translation plane as a vector space over its kernel, rather than over a subfield of its kernel. Any isomorphism between two translation planes must send the translation group of the first plane to the translation group of the second, and (after the kernels are identified) is a semi linear transforr;mtion over the kernel. Thi~ also yields a natural notion of equivalence of spreads -under the action of the group fL(V).
EXAMPLE 2. Let F be a field of odd order, let" E F be a nonsquare, let 1 # spread is symplectic when dim V > 4. 2), and equip iC 2n with the nonsingular aiternating bilinear form whose matrix is S I I (DP). We may assume that L {Ai E gl(2n,iC) I S-1!11'S -M}.
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. I o lSOInetnes 0 0 on er.... ,l.e., It IS a S11 )group 0 p, .... ,IL) t lat IS t le central product of 11-2 dihedral groups and a quaternion group, all of order 8). Its center Z(Q) is (-I) and will be identified with 1F2, while Q/Z(Q) will be identified with lF~n-2. There is a nonsingular quadratic
.r 2 E Z(Q); its associated skew-sYIIlInetric bilinear form, defined by (.rZ(Q),1IZ(Q) ) [.r,1I] , is the same one used earlier for A. 2 n_l. Moreover, 
S-lJ!S (-l);o(")J", and {J
" I f'('II) I}
Constructions within the Lie algebra Dt
This Lie algebra L can be identified with the space of all skew-symmetric 2t X 2t matrices over iC. If E,j denotes the 2t X 2t matrix with ij-entry 1 and all others 0, and if
There is a natural way to obtain an OD given in [KKU6] . A IHLTILllel clIL.,., of the set X {I, ... , 2t} is a partition K of X into t pairs; a IHLTILlleli.,m. of X is a partition II of the set of 2-element subsets of X into 2t -1 parallel classes [Cal. Then H. This is proved using the classification of finite 2-transitive groups.
Further constructions
There is a similar construction for the algebra L of type Bi. Namely, this time L can be viewed as the set of aU skew-symmetric (2t -1) X (2t -1) matrices over iC, so just restrict the preceding types of OD's for Di to the matrices whose last row 
